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Speaker for June 21st, 2015
Kevin Parker
- Nature Spirits and Dowsing -

N

ature spirits and elemental beings exist
in a dimension that resonates at a frequency outside of the bandwidth of normal
human vision and hearing.
Dowsing provides an excellent and fun way to
detect, confirm, map and communicate with
these extraordinary energies.
In this concise presentation Kevin Parker (pictured) will share his
insights from over twenty years work exploring the subject. He will:
• Outline perceptions of nature spirits through time
• Discuss how we can locate, map and work together with nature
spirits - to what mutual end?
• Explore how we might develop a language and imagery to describe these parallel dimensions
• Demonstrate dowsing techniques and tools that might be useful
in locating and communicating with these realms
• Describe how digital photography can help illumine inter-dimensional worlds
• Speculate about how dowsing and quantum insights can help to
develop a new understanding of our place in the world with regard
to nature
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From the Editor

I

t’s travelling time again for my wife and I. I love seeing the expressions
of the human spirit all over the world. We are all so different, yet we
are so alike. Of course we can focus on the differences, but why not focus
on the similarities?
I am sure the wealthy French chateau owner wants to be happy, to be satisfied, to be content, just like the poor batik-making lady in Malaysia, or
the man digging the road at the end of our street. All of them have that
inner longing for contentment.
Granted, they do not consider the same means to fulfil this longing. One
might want a larger French chateau, the other simply a good meal, yet
the longing is the same, and if we could look deeply into the heart, we
would see that only the actual feeling of being fulfilled has any meaning
at all.
Yes, we visited several French chateaux, big empty shells, cold and hollow
remnants of the past. They are perfect examples of how people abdicated
their freedom for safety. In exchange for work and taxes, the peasants received protection from invaders and marauders within these huge castles.
The system has survived quite well until today. You may well ask if this
is not the case for us now. If total physical freedom is not possible today,
still inner freedom is there for us. A freedom where there is contentment
and joy. It takes practice to reach in to the inner realm, now is always a
good time to do it. Living in the present. There is a good reason why it
is called ‘the present’, it is because it is a gift, a gift to ourself. Only in the
present can you feel it.
I hope that many of our members will take the opportunity of joining
our seminars, learning a skill which will help you focus and live in the
present.
Until next time..							François
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New Seminar Schedule

W

e are proud to present our new seminar schedule for 2015 and
later. We hope that it will allow you to plan ahead so that you can
take advantage of these great learning opportunities. We have a variety of
topics and presenters to fine-tune your dowsing skills to enhance your
quality of life.
21st June, 2015 - Accessing Your Intuition - Silvana La Pegna
This seminar follows on from Silvana’s May presentation “Accessing Your
Intuition”. The seminar attendance is limited in numbers as there will be
individual tuition.
As it stands, all the 15 positions have been filled and paid for after the
talk in May. (A possible second seminar may be organised if many want
to get this assistance.) Silvana can see your energy and aura, and can assist
by seeing where you are going wrong or not doing enough. She also has
practical tools to help you.
Registration: 10:30am for start at 11:00am.
Cost: $60 for members, $70 for non-members.
Location: Same hall as regular meetings.
This seminar will be followed by our monthly talk.
16th August, 2015 - Dowsing Tips and Tricks, & Working with Orgonite - François Capmeil
Simple and effective ways to enhance your dowsing and make it more
part of your life. How to use Orgonite and how it can protect and balance your environment. Orgonite will be available on the day. Maximum
20 participants. Each will receive a special free pendulum and be taught
how to use it.
Registration: 10:30am for start at 11:00am.
Cost: $60 for members, $70 for non-members.
Location: Same hall as regular meetings.
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This seminar will be followed by our monthly talk.
1st November, 2015 - Alanna Moore - Topic to be confirmed
This seminar will be a full day special. Alanna Moore is one of our founding members. This seminar will be for current and advanced dowsers, not
beginners. Currently she now lives in Ireland. We are fortunate to have
her in November for a seminar on various topics. More information will
follow. An early bird discounted price will be available.
Registration: 9:00am for start at 9:30am.
Cost: To be announced
Location: In the same hall as regular meetings. Morning and afternoon
tea will be provided.
This is a whole day seminar.
13th December, 2015 - Song of the New Earth - Tom Kenyan
This special event will feature a DVD called ‘Song of the New Earth’ &
the healing power of sound. Numbers will not be restricted for this event.
Gongs and crystal bowls will be played at this event.
More details will follow.
17th January 2016 - Individual Dietary Matters - Maggie Lowe
Our famous 2014 Dowser of the Year, Maggie Lowe, will present another great seminar for us. It will be available for beginners and will be
an excellent refresher for existing dowsers.
More details will follow.
As you can see our committee has been busy. I would love to see more
and more people get a chance to learn to dowse. I think that learning is
just not enough, we need to have a chance to practise it and integrate it
into our daily life as a tool to enhance our lives, make better decisions
and become more aware of what our body’s needs are on a more subtle
level. I hope to see you there.
										Olga Kosterin
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Taking the Correct Vitamins & Minerals
Contributed by Merea

I

n our world today we often feel
we need to pep up our energies
and feeling of wellbeing. Many of
us have a fair idea of what we think
we need to do this, but more often
than not we go along to the health
shop, ask for advice and usually
buy what is suggested to us.
Then perhaps some months later a
new problem will occur and off to
the health shop you go again. Consequently you will have now probably
collected quite a supply of supplements. Many people blindly take what
is recommended by the assistant.
Because I was not sleeping I knew a course of calcium tablets would
probably relieve the problem. I chose a health shop I knew who had assistants that were familiar with Pendulum Dowsing (many of them are
dowsers themselves). I dowsed over every bottle of calcium in the shop
but my body would accept only one brand. All of the bottles were calcium of course, but with different content and additives.
I had a very bad experience with Evening Primrose Oil. I did not dowse
as to whether it was suitable for me or not, but because it was recommended, I just took it. After about three days I was experiencing very
severe head pains (not a headache) so stopped taking it.
The pains stopped and have never occurred again. I subsequently dowsed
on it and it definitely was not for me, so some of these things can be quite
harmful and one needs to be careful. This experience taught me a very
valuable lesson.
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How many of you just go on each day taking the same old supplements?
The body does reach saturation point and no longer needs what you are
taking. Many people these days are overdosing on vitamins and minerals.
A hint on dowsing for yourself at home which I find is very reliable. First
thing in the morning take a saliva sample in a clean white tissue. (I always put it on a black glass tile for dowsing.) Do all the necessary questions to clear yourself for dowsing. Dowse over this sample with each
bottle of tablets in your hand asking the specific questions needed.
For example:
• Are these tablets in harmony with this body? (If yes)
• Does this body need to take these tablets? (If yes)
• Should I take them daily?
• Twice a day?
• Every other day?
• Should I take more than one?
• More than 2?
• Do I need to take them with another type of tablet?
• Go through your other choices of tablet to find out which companion
tablet to take.
If you get a ‘no’ answer to the question of the need to take them, then
you can go on to ask the specific questions as to why, if you wish. Sometimes you need to take a break from a tablet, so if you get a ‘No’ today,
try again with that tablet next week.
Sometimes a different brand will give better results, so dowse for vitamins in the shop to get the product that resonates with you specifically.
Remember the questions must be absolutely specific if you want the right
answer.
										Merea
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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Who Answers Our Questions?
by Marty Lucas
Reprinted from the American Dowser Quarterly Digest, Summer 2014

W

hen you ask a dowsing question, who is it that answers? That is an
excellent question that deserves an excellent answer.

When my students ask this question, they are often seeking an answerer
outside of themselves. Some see it as the Universe, or God, or perhaps
even Satan or a demon. As long as the answer is accurate, does it really
make any difference? It does for some, and that is the purpose of this article.
The Universe resonates with truth. Since we are energy beings, when we
resonate with the Universe we become stronger. So truth makes us strong
and un-truth makes us weak. This explains why applied kinesiology
(muscle testing) works. This simple explanation usually doesn’t satisfy
the people who are concerned about Satan, but those who are more open
and less fearful like this explanation.
The more left-brained scientific types usually like additional explanation.
Quantum Physicists teach us the Universe is a hologram. That means the
‘stuff’ we have around us is not really ‘stuff’ at all, but is the result of interference patterns in an energy matrix. The cool thing about the holographic theory of reality is that in a hologram, the entire picture is contained in every part of the picture.
This means that the spiritual teachers from around the world have been
right all along. Since all of the information of a hologram is in every part,
then all of the answers to our questions are within us. The only thing that
keeps us from finding those answers is our perception. So it isn’t an outside demon or even a God that is outside of ourselves. It is within us. In
my reality, it is the Universal Consciousness within us. It is the God
within us.
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In Huna beliefs, there is the Higher Self, the Middle Self, and the Lower
Self. The Higher Self equates to the Christian view of the Holy Spirit.
The Middle Self is the Conscious Self, the Me. The Lower Self is the unconscious.
For the Huna, dowsing is simply a method for communicating with the
Higher Self. The Higher Self doesn’t ‘listen’ to the Conscious Self unless
it is in agreement with the Unconscious Self. So when we dowse, we occupy our Conscious Mind so that the Unconscious Mind can communicate with the Higher Self and get the right answer. For dowsers, this
makes some sense since we know that when we allow our desires to interfere with our dowsing, we cannot get accurate information.
For those that prefer a more Christian
explanation, I simply equate dowsing
to a simple form of physical prayer.
Instead of folding my hands and waiting for a sign from God, I simply take
out my pendulum. My ‘sign from
God’ is the movement of my pendulum. By definition, God is truth.
Since truth makes us stronger, then it is easy to see if our answers are
coming from the highest good or not.
For some, it is much easier to accept miracles when they happened in
Biblical times than to accept them happening to ordinary people today.
Too many ‘church-going’ people don’t expect their prayers to be answered.
To them, the act of praying is more social than practical. I prefer to see
my entire existence as a daily miracle. Since everything is a miracle anyway, why is it unreasonable to expect my prayers to be answered?
For me, many of those prayers (questions) come in the form of a swing
in my pendulum. For those who worry, mundane questions are not important enough to trouble the Holy Spirit. I counter quite simply that in
our vast and immortal Universe with untold millions of planets, and our
Earth with billions of people, the MOST important thing in my life is
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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‘pretty small potatoes’. So the little things are neither any more nor less
significant to Him.
Another aspect of this same question has to do with our role in consciousness itself. In our egocentric view of reality we see ourselves as
separate entities. This separation makes it easy for ME to think of MY
stuff as being separate from YOUR stuff. It allows ME to do things for
ME alone and disregard how those things affect YOU.
Our religions touch on this subject telling us to treat others as we would
treat ourselves. That has nothing to do with being nice to someone else.
It has everything to do with being nice to ourselves. As referenced earlier,
physics teaches us that the entire Universe is a hologram. That means
every part of the Universe contains the information for the entire Universe. Then it follows we are NOT separate from our fellow humans. In
fact we are not separate from anything at all, except for our limited perspective.
Further research also supports the concepts of a Universal Consciousness
connecting all of humanity. So we are not only connected to each other
but to everything else as well. So when we ‘ask’ a dowsing question - we
are not seeking information that is even outside of ourselves. In fact, all
we are doing is accessing information that is already IN us .....
So when we pick up our pendulum, or pay attention to our intuition, it
isn’t a question of something outside of us, but simply outside of our
normal perception. So when we dowse, it isn’t some higher force, or
some outside force that answers. It certainly is not a demon or spirit. I
see the answers from dowsing coming directly from the information of
the Universe itself. If that is how you see God, then, it is God that answers. If that is how you see your Higher Self, than that is OK as well.
The point is simply this. The answers to all of your questions have always
been there. The only issue is whether you are aware enough to ask the
right question and accept the answer....
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Throughout my life and especially over the last few years, I have found
that finding the correct question is even more valuable than the ultimate
answer. As I have progressed upon my spiritual journey, the questions I
ask today are of a totally different sort than I used to ask.
My questions are bigger. I find myself asking about some of the basic
beliefs I have carried with me since childhood. I even find myself asking
whether reading certain books or associating with certain people is in my
highest good.
When I see a business opportunity, I ask if it is in my highest good. I ask
that question before I ask any other questions. That way, I don’t waste
time on ‘dead-end’ inquiries.
I ask to see what percentage a certain course of action has for success. I
ask if I have the resources needed to accomplish my goal. When I have a
new project or goal, I even ask if I have enough energy invested in the
project to bring it to manifestation. These are the types of questions I ask
now. But when I ask about historical or religious events or people, I get
even more interesting results. For instance, I can now dowse to see what
the Level of Consciousness of an activity was and the levels of the participants. When dowsing shows that a historical figure has a Level of
Consciousness of ‘just barely honest’, then it is obvious he wasn’t much of
a hero.
Dowsing also allows me to get answers I have no way to verify. But even
without verification, the answers are still interesting. “Is the Earth hollow?” , “Is the Moon artificial?”, “Did aliens land at Roswell?” And so on.
By trusting my dowsing, I am able to ask questions that I would never
have thought to ask before. I can ask these questions about the world,
about history and even about me. While I know questions about me can
have some personal bias, by asking the same question over a period of
time, the answers give me a ‘trend line’. So even with the original bias, I
now have an idea as to my progress.
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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So without a doubt it is ME that is answering the dowsing questions. It
is my arm, and my muscles moving my arm. What the dowsing tool allows me to do is widen my perspective to the point where I can access the
information. In the final analysis, it doesn’t matter where the answers
come from as long as they are correct, and if they are NOT correct, then
you aren’t connected properly to the Source of all truth (no matter what
name you choose for it).
Marty Lucas can be reached at marty@everyadvantage.net or
www.subtleenergieytech.com

Mount St-Michael
in Cornwall

Mont Saint-Michel
in Normandy
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Mont Saint-Michel Revisited
By François Capmeil

F

or quite a few years now, my wife
and I have visited both Mount St
Michael in Cornwall and Mont St-Michel
in Normandy, to study and enjoy the
powerful ley line energies present there.
You can refer to the previous article on
our website at :
www.dowsingaustralia.com/A_Ley_
Lines.htm.
In Cornwall the ‘Michael and Mary’ ley
lines cross the ‘Apollo and Athena’ lines
right on the mount; and in Mont Saint-Michel, the Apollo and Athena
lines meet again to form a node on the lines which end up in Israel at
Armagedon. (at least as far as recorded by Hamish Miller)
For us, each visit has been marked by a sweet and profound spiritual
experience, connecting with both the masculine and the feminine aspect
of the lines.
Last year visiting Mont Saint-Michel was quite a shock for us. Let me
explain: In the 8th century Archangel Michael appeared to a priest called
Aubert in Normandy, and asked him to build a shrine on a tall rock located
in the middle of a deep forest. He did so after being heavily prodded by
the archangel, who ended up having to poke a hole in his skull to convince
him.
Some time during that century a catastrophic geological event rocked the
English Channel area and the sea floor collapsed several metres lower,
flooding both Mount St Michael in Cornwall, and Mont Saint-Michel in
Normandy. They have both remained islands since then. However they
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are accessible by foot at low tide.
The bay where the Mont in Normandy is located is quite extraordinary.
At the equinox the tide retreats 18 kilometres away, with a 14 metres
difference between the low and high tide levels. This makes for a dramatic
landscape where the tide may come in faster than a galloping horse. This
configuration, as well as heavily fortified walls have protected the Mont
well during the invasion of the Vikings, and the English, as the Mont was
able to defend itself and remain free, being protected by the tides.
In the 1800’s, the French built an elevated road to the Mont, allowing
visitors and pilgrims easy vehicular access, as well as parking. We found
once, just in time, that our car would be under water come high tide!
A couple of years ago, the French Cultural Department decided that the
Mont should become an island again. At great cost, they enlarged and
dammed the river so that large amounts of water can be stored when the
tide is high, to be released when the tide is low, in order to wash away the
accumulated sand on both sides of the Mont.
In 2014, the road was in the process of being removed and a bridge was
being built to replace the road. Visitors and pilgrims now had to park a
mile away, and either walk or take a shuttle bus to the Mont.
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When we arrived in May 2014, we parked and walked the two kilometres
to the Mont. The bridge was being built alongside the road, and major
digging work was carried out right outside the fortress walls to connect
the bridge to the Mont.
Upon entering the gates of the Mont we noticed something was not right
with the energies. Glenn and I felt disconnected and irritated. A rather unusual feeling in this highly spiritual place. We could not find any energy
lines at the top of the walls, where the Athena line was normally located.
Looking over the wall we could see huge earth moving equipment digging
a channel for the water, right where the Athena line was.
Up inside the abbey I could only detect the Apollo line, and it was quite
weak. Glenn could not find the Athena line at all. We left feeling strange,
disappointed and concerned.
Considering the extraordinary upliftment we normally experience leaving
the Mont, it really was a concern not just for ourselves, but also for the
Earth. The ley lines are an integral part of the energetic system of the planet
and any disturbance is likely to have deeper repercussions, particularly for
human consciousness.
So it was with apprehension that we started our journey to the Mont this
June, 2015.
We found that the old road has been completely removed and the bridge
has been completed. The entrance to the Mont has been shifted to the
left, and the overall impression is very clean and elegant.
The tide now totally encircles the Mont making the bridge appear to ride
over the waters. I am not sure that the original engineers’ design worked
quite as planned, because there are still some modifications being carried
out, to direct the flow of the river to the right places to remove the silt.
Entering the Mont is always quite an experience as if entering a real ‘Middle
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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Ages’ town complete with drawbridge, one single narrow laneway
winding up the Mont towards the
abbey, and building roofs covered
with wooden tiles.
The effect is quite dramatic. Early
in the morning, before the tourists
arrive, you can really project
yourself many centuries ago when
the sounds of swords and armour resounded within the walls, and the
streams of pilgrims arriving across the bay at low tide, filling the local inns.
We climbed up the steep set of stairs leading to the top of the fortified
wall, where we know the Athena
line appears out of a small door.
It always takes me some time to
tune in and feel the line, but when I
finally manage to connect, it is like
bursting into a cavity of light within
my heart. I could feel the energy, but
I could not get into the depth of it.
I do not know if it was due to the energy being weakened, or me being
tired or a combination of both. Glenn could clearly feel the line, but she
said that it felt different, certainly not
as strong as we have experienced it
some years earlier.
To confirm, we decided to walk
outside the walls, as the tide was low,
and find the spring where the Athena
line enters the Mont. The bay is filled
with a kind of sticky mud called
Page 16
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‘tangue’, it is very slippery and sucks your shoes into it. We managed to
get to the spring without too much trouble.
Looking over the horizon, we could not see the ocean, as the tide was 10
to 18 kilometres away. The Athena spring is now dry, but the Athena line
can be felt there, also weaker than in past years. An ancient set of stairs,
now broken, allowed access from within the Mont.
We then decided to continue walking around the Mont. All was fine until
we got to within 50 metres of the bridge, where the tangue was deep,
sticky and terribly slippery. We did provide some free entertainment, for
tourists on the bridge, watching us slip-sliding in deep mud. Some even
offered free advice on where to go next. We made it to the bridge safely
with about 5 centimetres of tangue stuck under our shoes.
The next energy to check was on
the Apollo ley line, located close to
the Saint Aubert chapel. This chapel
becomes an island itself at high tide.
It is hard to believe that the tide
will rise high enough to encircle
that chapel when you see the water
level at low tide, but it does. I could
not find the location of the line. Glenn could but it was very weak, like
the Athena.
Walking back that day, on the right of the bridge, we noticed 3 enormous
deep holes about 200 metres
apart being dug right where the
old road was located. It looked
like the holes were being filled
with rocks. One of them was
partly filled back in. These holes
seem to be located on the path
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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of the Athena ley line. We asked a few people but no one seems to know
the purpose of these holes. Are they to stabilise the ground or some other
purpose, like to block the energy line?
Someone on the internet has mentioned that the lines are under attack
by dark forces, as they are intimately linked with the evolution of our
consciousness. I do not know if this is true or not, however I read about
some events at the island of Skellig St Michael, in Ireland.
Skelig St Michael is located west off the coast of Ireland, and on the same
Athena and Apollo ley line, but before the Cornish Mount St-Michael.
Secretly the Walt Disney Productions did hire the island to shoot a scene for
their next Star Wars episode. No one knew about it until after it happened.
All I can say is that we used to benefit enormously from our yearly visits
to these spiritual sites, and now this is no longer as intense as it used to be.
Our last day arrived too quickly. It was 10:00 pm and in the distance
we saw this amazing sunset over the Mont; so we caught the last shuttle
to catch a last glimpse of this marvel, which still inspires, in spite of the
changes.
											François
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Practical Angel Access
by Karen Troiani,
Reprinted from The American Dowser Summer 1995

T

he relationships we develop in
life serve as mirrors and guideposts in our common reality. Spanning the gap between our conscious
3-D lives and divinity are an interesting assortment of ‘God-stuff’, that
most people fondly refer to as angels.
Angels are literally the hand of God/
Goddess/All That Is, the ‘action apparatus’ appearing in our lives offering
guidance or physical intervention as
needed. You might be interested to
know, that you can adjust the ‘as needed’ knob to access the angelic realm on a conscious daily level.
Contacting the angelic realm requires a raising of the body’s physical vibrations. Every time we reach out, whether it be in dowsing for water,
requesting help in healing others or yourself, or asking “which way do I
go?” and expecting an answer, we are met, often silently or through the
dowsing device, with the active energy of the divine. Typically, we see the
impact of God-energy in the reaction of the dowsing device, or what we
might take as a ‘sign’ that we are on the right path.
Each sincere concentration of our own physical energy, condensed in the
form of a conscious question, is received by the angelic realm, and returned to be received by our physical system with the residue of very high
vibrations. This high vibe residue is an added bonus to the specific response directed by our intention. Just as our physical body’s vibrations
are raised by the natural law of contagion, our increased vibration level
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affects those around us and, significantly, the Earth too.
Every important relationship we have now began as small talk. I remember greeting my children moments after their birth with “Hello!” Simple,
sincere, and too exhausted to think of anything else, a relationship was
initiated. You can initiate a relationship with your ‘primary angel’ (my
term for the angelic presence responsible for the physical unit of your
body) by taking a few cleansing breaths, centring your being, and asking
to be connected to your primary angel.
At that point you may feel a tingling in the small of your back, surging
energy at the tips of your fingers, or a cool awareness down your spine.
Be aware that you may feel absolutely nothing. This is perfectly fine.
Knowing is enough. Really. There is no need to have prepared 20 questions for the first conscious interaction. You might take a few days or
even weeks to learn to feel your angel’s presence, and let the angel know
that you are listening. It may feel appropriate for you to initiate an angel
partnership with the offering of a few flowers in a vase.
The ‘elementals of earth’ present in the flowers, can give you a supplemental boost in your first angel communication, as angels and elementals
could be referred to as ‘cousins’ in the realm of divinity. The same effect
could be achieved working with trees or stone or flowing water.
You may choose to begin your angelic introduction with a statement of
who you are and what your intentions are. No need to get caught up in
formalities or foster an attitude of supplication. Sincere and from the
heart, the intention of what you wish to express comes through beyond
words. Angels realise how difficult being ‘in physical’ is right now. They
are willing to work shoulder to shoulder with us for our highest and best
good, raising our vibrational level and that of the earth consciousness, to
a level where continuous existence within the realm of the divine is
achieved.
Your primary angel will serve as a switchboard operator connecting you
Page 20
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to any and every faculty within the
angelic realm. Your angel is familiar
with every aspect of your needs, even
if you are not, and will respond accordingly with the perfect balance
of energy calibrated to your specific
need.
Remember that angels are connectors rather than controllers. They
anchor the existing energy to physical reality; whether it be that your
roses bloom red, or that your inner
vision improve, reflecting a clearer
image and understanding of self.
They can be so subtle! Be prepared
for an interesting sense of humour!
There are many sentient consciousnesses capable of interaction with the human reality. Do not assume that
every voice you hear is that of an angel. Focus clearly that every interaction be for your highest and best good. Angels respond so sweetly to this
query, others whose input may not be part of the divine right order simply fall apart and disappear. It is simply a good policy to know who you
are working with. If you are unable to hear or feel your angel, dowse in
advance or simply make the statement that your intention be for your
highest and best good - and all will comply.
A beautiful way to encourage angelic intervention is to offer the joy of
your heart to an angel, to be redistributed where needed. When those
first roses bloom, when you watch your children sleeping, or driving
down the road with the wind in your hair and you can feel your heart just
beaming out and overflowing, these are familiar occurrences whose simple and beautiful energy can be magnified for the benefit of so many. Just
invite your primary angel to have some of your bounty and watch your
Dowsers Society of NSW – June 2015
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joy magnify and expand, and amplify at a ridiculous exponential rate.
Do remember to thank your angel and mentally close an active working
session. This serves as a polite way of releasing energy to be used elsewhere. If you maintain a ‘channel’ open for more than several hours, the
physical body becomes tired from the stretching required to access the
high vibrations of the angelic realm. Just how long can you stand on tip
toe? Give your body a rest. The angels are with you in less than a heartbeat when needed.
There are limits to the extent of angelic intervention. Often I have asked
for a parking space in front of the post office (with $ already in the meter). You would not believe the mileage I get with my car, in spite of the
fact that it has over 130,000 miles on it at five years old. I put in a request
for guidance or help on a particular issue - and then I get out of the way.
Most frequently, I ask my primary angel to help me to see myself more
clearly, and to help me get a grip on the smokescreens I’ve generated to
obscure the naturally occurring abundance around me. I work with a
recycling angel to collect and launder the negative energy I’ve accumulated for the benefit of the greater good. Negativity has energy. Recycling
is practical and efficient - and the angels are very good at that.
						

Karen Troiani

Library News
INTERESTING WEBSITES:
A great site to pass on to your loved ones to increase awareness about
health:
http://phion.com.au/blog/index.php/2015/05/21/basis-of-disease/
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Spirit Encounters
by Sally Lamont
In 1999 my son Eric and I joined seven US family members on a two
week working, sailing trip to the Bay of Islands near the northern tip of
New Zealand’s North Island. The family crew were wonderful company.
Me, being the eldest, held a trusting, privileged position, all knowing me
and Eric are spiritual persons. It was the Captain’s practice to anchor long
before dusk, then everyone got stuck into their duties. We always anchored at an island, rarely going ashore.
Into our 4-5th day of sailing we anchored and only minutes later Eric
and I noticed a forbearing ugly energy coming from the bow end of the
boat that was facing the shore.
It was a spirit force telling us we’re not allowed to anchor here, not welcome, “you don’t belong”. The threats came most definitely from Maori
spirits, telling me to what extent they’d go to destroy our boat.
Eric also picked up the complete message. He and I looked at each other,
“Did you hear that?”, “Ya”. We both headed for the Captain at the stern
of the boat, to tell him what we saw and heard. The Captain, recently
acquainted to spiritualism, didn’t doubt our words. Telling the warnings
attracted all the crew’s attention. Only one didn’t want to
be involved and headed to
the galley.
The Captain asked everyone
to stay at the stern while he
went to the bow and although
no words were heard, his
body language was saying
much. Suddenly the Captain
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jumped high, doing an 180 degree turn, panic-faced, running to us,
shouting “Scott, pull anchor! We’ve got to get quickly out of here!”. Everybody helped, and we did.
Within fifteen minutes, with the Captain and co-captain looking at maps
and everyone calm, many peace loving-spirits boarded the boat. They
were pigmy size spirits, explaining they are the original inhabitants, the
Aboriginal people of New Zealand’s North Island.
They told Eric and I which island to anchor at safely, and that it is an area
dominated by them. As long as our boat is in their territory, we’ll be protected. Their family on the other islands we pass, will know us from the
rainbow streamers going from stern to bow of the boat. They will respect
and welcome our boat. But as soon as we are out of their territory, the
protection will end. This is exactly what happened. For two days, as we
passed islands, Eric and I saw spirits waving to us. Eric and I could also
see the rainbow streamers on the boat.
When introducing themselves, we were told they were here 1000 years
before the Maori came. The Maori not only killed everyone of them,
then ate them, but also desecrated the island, saying the Maori didn’t
know how to live with nature.
These loving spirits gave their name. Sadly,
the full, proper pronunciation didn’t stay in
my memory, but seeing the name Waitaha
rings so close to what I do remember.
They were a highly religious, non-violent race
with a high regard for nature. The feeling of
their loving nature is easy to recollect and my gratitude for their protection is huge. This memorable experience is forever.
									Sally Lamont
A book by Barry Brailsford talks about the Waitaha: Songs of Waitaha (ED)
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If I Had My Life to Live Over
I’d like to make more mistakes next time.
I’d relax. I would limber up.
I would be sillier than I have been this trip.
I would take fewer things seriously.
I would take more chances.
I would climb more mountains and swim more rivers.
I would eat more ice cream and less beans.
I would perhaps have more actual troubles,
but I’d have fewer imaginary ones.
You see, I’m one of those people who live sensibly
and sanely hour after hour, day after day.
Oh, I’ve had my moments,
and if I had it to do over again,
I’d have more of them.
In fact, I’d try to have nothing else.
Just moments, one after another,
instead of living so many years ahead of each day.
I’ve been one of those persons who never goes anywhere
without a thermometer, a hot water bottle,
a raincoat, and a parachute.
If I had to do it again,
I would travel lighter than I have.
If I had my life to live over,
I would start barefoot earlier in the spring
and stay that way later in the fall.
I would go to more dances.
I would ride more merry-go-rounds.
I would pick more daisies.
Nadine Stair is 85 years old, and lives in Louisville, Kentucky, USA
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Speaker for July 19th, 2015
Anya Petrovic
- Tesla Metamorphosis ®-

A

nya Petrovic, the founder of Tesla Metamorphosis® will give a presentation
with a live demonstration of healing.
Participants will have an opportunity to experience these amazing frequencies, and to
learn how they can harness the power discovered by the legendary inventor Nikola
Tesla. Tesla’s most important inventions
and concepts have been suppressed for a
100 years.
Tesla Metamorphosis® attracts great interest among scientists, because new phenomena like light around some clients, balls of light
moving on the stage toward Anya, for example, are all visible to naked eye.
Anya presented at the International Tesla Science Conference in
Philadelphia, and at the British Columbia University in Canada.
Tesla Metamorphosis® is not just energy healing; it connects with
higher intelligence vibrations of information and light, which affect
our DNA and elevates the frequency of human consciousness.
Tesla Waves enable all students to create the communication with
clients on the level of the conscious, subconscious and integrative
mind.
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Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month, except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm
Venue for Meetings
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill
Bus Services:
Transport Enquiries: 131 500
From City, Central : Bus # 501 from Central to Rozelle
then Bus # 506 to Hunters Hill
From City, Circular Quay : Bus # 506
From Chatswood : Bus # 536
Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb
and be seated by 2:00 pm

Website address
www.dowsingaustralia.com
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